
he coronavirus pandemic has 
wreaked havoc on many industries 
across the UK in the past year  

and the rail sector has not been spared. 
Passenger numbers have fallen 
dramatically, as people have been 
encouraged not to use public transport 
and we have seen the national rail  
network effectively renationalised. 

It might sound surprising to an outsider, 
then, to hear that the future for rail is 
looking very positive. The government’s 
National Infrastructure Strategy released  
in November 2020 laid out a huge 
investment programme, incorporating 

tens of billions of pounds of investment  
in rail projects that will span the country 
over the next decade. 

The government’s commitment is not  
only great for the future of the rail sector 
itself, but also extremely positive for the 
nation as a whole, as it will undoubtedly 
act as a catalyst to kick start our 
floundering economy. Projects such as 
HS2, Northern Powerhouse Rail and the 
completion of Crossrail will provide a big 
financial boost to local economies across 
the country and have the potential to 
create thousands of jobs just when they 
are needed most. Investment in rail 
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at a crossroads, it is 
time to work together 
to create UK rail’s  
workforce of tomorrow.
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infrastructure is a key pillar in the 
government’s strategy to achieve net 
carbon zero, and the better our rail 
infrastructure the more we can reap 
environmental benefits. 

However, it is fairly common knowledge 
that we have some issues with our labour 
supply chain in the rail sector that need  
to be addressed to ensure the planned 
projects can go ahead in a timely and 
cost-effective manner. As I am sure most 
working in the industry will concur, there 
is traditionally an overreliance on contract 
workers who take their skills and 
experience with them when they move on. 
It is also no secret that we have a rapidly 
ageing workforce in the rail sector, with 
28% already over the age of 50. 

Skills gaps are already an issue in the rail 
sector, with thousands of jobs left unfilled 
annually. We must also be mindful of the 
fact that right when the large rail 
infrastructure projects are planned there 
will be heightened competition for talent 
from other industry sectors. Data from the

National Skills Academy for Rail tells us 
that between 7,000 and 12,000 additional 
people will be required every year by the 
sector over the next five to ten years to 
meet demand. Whilst this could indeed 
present a challenge, if we are able to 
address the recruitment and retention 
issues in the sector, we will then have a 
huge opportunity to reshape the future 
workforce. 

Our recent research Back on Track found 
that currently there is a low level of 
interest in careers in the rail sector 
amongst British workers, thanks to  
short-term contracts and the view of rail 
as being an inhospitable place to work 
amongst some groups of people in 
society. Some 47% of UK adults surveyed 
told us that they would not consider a 
career in the rail industry, and 58% of  
18–24-year-olds stated that they would 
not consider a career in the sector. 

A key issue we uncovered was that people 
simply were not aware of the range of 
careers on offer in the rail sector. For 42% 
of respondents to the survey, the top 
reason they would not consider a career in 
rail was that they do not know enough or 
anything about opportunities in the sector 
and 60% of 18–24-year olds cited a lack of 
awareness about careers in the sector. 
This presents a huge opportunity to get 
the message out there and attract the top 
talent for the future. 

What can be done? 

City & Guilds held a dinner early in 2020 
(pre-pandemic) bringing together leaders 
from the rail industry to talk about the 
challenges the sector faced in terms of 
recruitment and retention. We heard 
about some great examples of best 
practice, such as one organisation that has 
collaborated with the Brownies to create a 
STEM badge to encourage young women 
to consider careers in the sector, as well as 
great school outreach, graduate and 
apprenticeship programmes. There are 
also many other very welcome initiatives, 
such as routesintorail.org. However, the 
message was clear that there is often not  
a truly joined-up, industry-wide approach 
that would be beneficial in cracking the 
nut of attraction to the sector once  
and for all. 

The plethora of new jobs created in rail 
will include roles to keep pace with 
exciting technical advances in the sector, 
and this creates a fantastic opportunity to 
put the rail sector back on the map as a 
career of choice, particularly amongst 
young people. The peak of demand is 
expected around 2025, meaning that 
businesses need to think about recruiting 
and training young talent now to ensure 
that they have the workforce they need  
in the future. 

At a time when many people are losing 
their jobs in other sectors, there is a huge 
opportunity now to scoop up all of this 
home-grown talent and retrain displaced 
people, directing them into the rail sector. 
City & Guilds has campaigned for a series 
of lifelong learning hubs to be created 
across the UK to connect people who find 
themselves out of work into industries 
where there is a demand for workers, and 
provide short, sharp training interventions 
that would enable them to embark on 
careers in new sectors. 

What was clear from our research was  
that more needs to be done to spread  
the message about the array of fantastic 
careers that will be available in rail, in 
particular to young people, women and 
people from BAME communities. The 
demand for new workers could also be  
a great opportunity to tackle the lack of 
diversity in the workforce (84% of the 
workforce is made up of men). Casting  
the net wider and enabling more people  
to understand that a career in rail could  
be for them will enable us to meet the 
increased labour demand in the sector. 

We really do stand at a crossroads of one 
of the most exciting times for the rail 
infrastructure sector for decades and I,  
for one, am truly excited that City & Guilds 
Group will have the opportunity to play  
at least a small part in creating the UK rail 
sector’s workforce of tomorrow. If we  
get this right and attract a vibrant, young, 
diverse workforce and train them well, we 
will be setting the rail sector on course for 
greatness over the decades to come.

     The demand for new workers could also be a great opportunity 
to tackle the lack of diversity in the workforce


